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SOLU TIO N S  

YRH provides multiple solutions to 

help you with your 

telecommunication projects. From 

surveys, testing & measuring, 

design to cost evaluation, project 

management and training, we will 

help you complete your projects. 

 

ENGI NEER ING  

Our professional engineering team 

will design an efficient solution to 

your problems, weather it is a 

simple project, a complex system or 

network. 

 

CONSULT I NG  

Our vast experience and recognition 

in multiple telecommunication 

sectors gives our engineering team 

the knowledge to help you in your 

telecommunication projects. Our 

independence from service 

providers and manufacturers to 

provide the best solution for your 

needs. 

 

 

 

With the year 2014 just ended, 2015 has already started with force! Along with our best 
wishes for the New Year, we would like to share with our clients and business partners a 
series of new technological trends and challenges that we believe will shape the industry in 
2015 and beyond. 
 

 

Mobile services will grow exponentially, everywhere! 
With the unstoppable expansion of cloud computing, social media, connected applications, data 

sharing and analysis platforms, especially in the context of intelligent systems and machine-to-

machine communications, the quantity of data exchanged and the proportion of these exchanges 

over wireless networks will grow exponentially.   

 

Another portion of the spectrum will be put up for auction in 2015 
Industry Canada is expected to begin the auction process for the 2500 MHz band during the 1st and 

2nd quarters of 2015. Following the similar process in the United States in 2014, and with the ever-

increasing worldwide need for bandwidth, clients are always expecting an improved user experience. 

 

Maintained investments in FTTH/FTTN networks  
The combination of increased mobile use, the proliferation of data-hungry applications and the arrival 

of TVUHD4KTV/8KTV, along with social media, on-demand video streaming and Wi-Fi will necessitate 

constant investments for deployment of Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH) as well as for reducing the size of 

nodes served by Fiber-To-The-Neighborhood (FTTN), despite economic uncertainties.  

 

Continued growth of Wi-Fi Hotspot 
In order to decongest their cellular networks operators will continue to promote the use of WiFi 

hotspots. This will also be an opportunity for players less active in the cellular field, such as Shaw 

Cable or ISP to increase their Wi-Fi capabilities in order to maintain or attract new customers. 

 

 

 

 

Mobility everywhere 

FTTH/FTTN internet  

Data center  

cloud computing  
spectrum auction 
LTE Advance+ capital 

consolidation security 

VoLTE BigData Wi-Fi 
Code6 DAS smart cities 

M2M smart machine 

HotSpots 
Smartgrid ITS 



[Type a quote from the document or the summary of an interesting point. You can position the text box anywhere in the document. Use the 

Drawing Tools tab to change the formatting of the pull quote text box.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

ABO UT YR H  

At the heart of our organization is a 

dynamic and involved team of 

consulting engineers specialized in 

broadcasting and 

telecommunications, with a solid 

reputation for problem-solving. 

  

In its 45 years of existence, YRH has 

completed mandates in more than 

50 countries on 5 continents, in a 

variety of climatic conditions and 

work environments. Our varied 

experience is at your disposal in this 

increasingly competitive domain. 

  

Our strength lays in our dedication 

to the excellence of our work and 

our attention to the needs of our 

clients. At YRH, we not only work 

for you but with you to ensure your 

entire satisfaction at every stage. 

  

Yves R. Hamel et Associés Inc., your 

consultant-experts in 

telecommunications, broadcasting 

and mobile networks since 1967. 

 
102-424 Guy, Montreal, QC, Canada   H3J 1S6 
Tel.: 514-934-3024  |  Fax: 514-934-2245 
Email: telecom@yrh.com 
 

Yves R. Hamel et Associés Inc. (YRH) is an independent telecommunication 
consulting engineering firm. This article is a sole property of YRH and is 
distributed for general awareness and information at the indicated time of 
releasing.  
 
Each client and each project are unique and so require a specific analyze or 
study. 
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Need for capital + economic uncertainty = a wave of consolidations on the horizon? 
Investments in telecommunications will remain high in 2015 despite an unpredictable economic 
climate. Based on recent consolidations in Europe and South America, we can foresee this trend of 
consolidations and strategic alliances continuing in 2015. In Canada, Bell and Telus will continue their 
strategic co-deployment approach while Rogers, Cogeco and EastLink will maintain a similar approach 
on their side. Smaller players, lacking the necessary capital will either establish similar agreements or be 
bought. 
 

Traffic congestion, public transit and urban mobility  
In order to reduce traffic congestion, municipalities and governments will increase their investments in 
public transit. This will go hand in hand with investments in Intelligent Transport Systems. The arrival of 
new Urban Mobility applications, the expansion of wireless communication networks will result in an 
enriched metadata on transportation and urban mobility. The upcoming arrival of self-driving cars will 
also change the transportation paradigm in the upcoming years. 
   

Electrical smart grid 
Investments in the modernization of the electric distribution grid will grow in the coming years, 
especially in the domains of automation, telecommunications, as well as network analysis and 
diagnostic. Smart grids will communicate through highly efficient IP networks. Infrastructure 
obsolescence, the arrival of green energies, and transportation electrification will accelerate this 
process. 
 

Ever faster Wi-Fi and IP networks 
According to the Ethernet Alliance and some manufacturers, the end of 2015 and the beginning of 2016 
will usher onto the market 40-100 Gb/s networks and routers as well as a theoretically speed of 1 Gb/s 
Wi-Fi architectures. Ethernet Alliance has also announced the upcoming adoption of 400 Gb/s network 
standards by mid-2017. 
 

Fast, safe and reliable networks 
The constant growth of new data centers and the increased reliance on cloud computing will of course 
require ever more efficient networks but also safe and reliable ones. From a deployment point of view 
this is excellent news but in terms of confidentiality, privacy and data ownership, many crucial points 
still need to be defined, at a national and other jurisdiction level. 


